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Gender, migration status, and work
• During COVID-19 pandemic,
employment affects :
– Ability to work from home
– Risk of unemployment or
reduced hours
– Crowding at work
– Ease of managing home and
work

• Employment is highly
segmented

– Services are feminized and
construction & manufacturing
are male-dominated
– Immigrants concentrated in
dirty, dangerous and
undesirable jobs

Covid-19 and workers

PURPOSE
• To what extent do the jobs of immigrant men
and women affect their risks from COVID-19?
• Use 2016 Census information to:
– Compare employment in essential industries for
immigrant men and women and Canadian-born
men and women
– Examine how workers’ employment in essential
industries varies across metropolitan areas
– Speculate on the policy implications

Essential work
•
•
•
•

Public-facing
Cannot be done remotely
Interactions with vulnerable
Identified by industry:
– Construction, utilities,
transportation, warehousing
– Manufacturing
– Wholesale and retail trade
– Education
– Health care and social
– Accommodation and food
– Other personal services

Social resilience
• Social institutions play a critical role in
helping people find relevant resources and
develop successful strategies to overcome
challenges (Preston, Shields and Akbar 2021)
• Social resilience approach focuses attention
on:
– Available formal and informal institutions
– Relations among institutions
– Inequalities

• Our policy discussion focuses on institutional
responses NOT individual responses
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Employment by Essential Industry and Metropolitan Area (percent)
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Workplace risk from COVID-19 is high
for:
– Immigrant women in health care,
accommodation, and other personal
services
– Immigrant men in manufacturing
– Canadian-born women in education

Montreal and Toronto compared
• Gender and migration status
affect employment in each
essential industry in Montreal
• Of the four groups of workers:

– Immigrant women at risk in
health care & other personal
services
– Immigrant men at risk in
manufacturing &
accommodation and food
services
– Canadian-born men at risk in
construction… & wholesale and
retail trade
– Canadian-born women at risk
in education
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Second-tier metropolitan areas: Ottawa-Gatineau
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Workplace risk is high for
–
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Canadian-born women
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–

Immigrant women in health care
Immigrant men in accommodation and
food services
Canadian born men in construction… &
wholesale and retail trade
Canadian born women in education

Second-tier metropolitan areas: Sherbrooke
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Sherbooke

– Immigrant women in accommodation
and food services
– Immigrant men in education
– Canadian born men in construction…
and wholesale and retail trade
– Women in health care
– Men in manufacturing
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What have we learned?
•

•

Immigrant men and
women and Canadianborn men and women
work in different
essential industries
Urban economies are
highly variegated:
–
–
–

Relative importance of
essential work varies
Share of employment
in essential industries
varies
Segmentation also
varies

Thoughts about policy
•

To mitigate risks of contracting and transmitting COVID-19 at work,
unemployment, underemployment, and exhaustion, policies
should:
–
–

•

How?

Respond to the circumstances of each group of workers in each industry
since essential industries are diverse
Take account of the local situation, especially local patterns of
segmentation across essential industries

–
–

Emphasize process not outcome
Devolve planning and decision-making to metropolitan level, at least

–

Require and promote collaboration and coordination

–

Provide resources to develop and maintain plans, collaborations and
coordination

•

Public health units are useful examples

•
•

LIPS and Workforce Planning Boards are possible models for
collaboration
Syrian refugee initiative is one model for coordination

•

DEM plans are an example
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